Empowering the Healthcare Enterprise
Deliver Dynamic Digital Experiences Across Channels and Devices with dotCMS
DotCMS empowers healthcare enterprises with the ability
to create dynamic web and digital experiences across
platforms, channels and devices. Because dotCMS
supports massive multi-site, multi-channel operations,
without requiring an army of resources to manage and
maintain the system, it is particularly attractive and cost
eﬀective in the healthcare setting.
Designed with complex care delivery networks in mind,
dotCMS excels in the multi-branded, multisite web
operations environment often required in healthcare
related businesses.
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Why dotCMS?
dotCMS
Java Open Source Content
Management System for
Healthcare
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For companies that demand high
performance and easy
integration in their Web
operations and digital experience
management - DotCMS is built
on open standards; JSON, XML,
REST, Spring, OSGI and CMIS.

Build Faster – Web designers and content editors are empowered to build
and manage sites without relying on technical resources. They can make
changes and build dynamic and interactive online experiences without a
software developer.
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Enterprise Ready – Open API architecture, front-end and back-end
internationalization, industry-leading multisite capabilities, scalable and
cloud ready, ability to run on multiple enterprise application servers and
databases, granular permissions and customizable workﬂows, all ready to
go out of the box.
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Cost Eﬀective – dotCMS is priced 30% to 70% below comparable

dotCMS is the business smart,

enterprise grade closed-source systems. And with a ﬂexible and scalable IT

developer friendly CMS.

footprint and our Managed Hosting options, you do not need an army of

Extensible and massively

engineers to support the system, making dotCMS budget friendly all

scalable, companies can rapidly

around the organization.

deliver personalized, engaging
content across devices, channels,
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Company and Community Supported – Customers can participate in the

second screens and endpoints,

growing and dynamic dotCMS Community: Forum, Code Share, GitHub,

all from a single system.

tech support etc,. The dotCMS Community is a group of professional,
commercial-minded and active contributors that give you conﬁdence and

To learn more, visit: dotcms.com

added support from choosing open source.

We Understand - Results Matter in Healthcare
Every organization has unique goals relating to their desired outcomes. So often in healthcare,
these goals go beyond delivering quality patient care and center on increasing eﬃciencies and
reducing costs in operations. Hear what one of our healthcare customers says about the results
they experienced with dotCMS:
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DotCMS in Action - Client Testimonial
“Frankly, we couldn’t ﬁnd any other solution that would support and
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allow us to uniquely brand our almost 1000 diﬀerent business entities
online and at the same time enable us to share functionality and code

“As we looked closer at dotCMS, it

across sites and applications. The implications here dramatically lower

became clear that their platform

the cost of maintenance and operations compared to other solutions.

and development eﬀorts were
squarely aligned with today’s
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multi-facility care delivery

Even more…we’ve been able to build, manage, and maintain our

networks and multi-site web

network of 980 websites without needing an army of developers or

operations.”

creating a giant stress in the budget. Our CFO actually referred to our
- John Scudder

web operations as “immaterial” since we are operating at such a low
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Learn More:
dotcms.com
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Contact Us:
+1-305-900-2001
info@dotcms.com

!

North America
3059 Grand Avenue, Suite 410-B
Miami, FL, 33133
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cost. There’s no question that dotCMS has been a strategic and
operational advantage for our web operations, and it is the key
software component in delivering rich digital experiences across our
platforms and channels.”
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- dotCMS Healthcare Industry Customer

Innovating Digital Experiences
DotCMS is no stranger to the healthcare industry and healthcare IT.
With strong roots in delivering innovative dynamic digital
experiences in healthcare and health IT related companies, we can
show you how to bring forward thinking and innovation to your
patient and consumer digital health initiatives.
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To learn more, drop us a line at info@dotcms.com and request a
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free personalized demo with a dotCMS healthcare product

Eurocenter Diursa

specialist.
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